
INNOVATION

steam generator the footprint of the ovens is much 

smaller and the different models available mean that 

you save even more space compared to a series of 

traditional ovens,” says Nicolaï.

ENERGY EFFICIENCY AND HIGH PERFORMANCE 
“Bread is a simple product: flour, water, salt, yeast or 

leaven. It's the know-how that makes the difference. 

For a crisp outer crust, something French bread is 

famous for throughout the world, steam is essential. 

That is why we put so much effort into designing 

a compact high-efficiency steam generator for the 

bakery and fine pastry modules,” says Nicolaï. 

“We measured the yield and 97% of water injected 

becomes steam, compared to a traditional generator 

that might only reach 70% efficiency. This result is 

significant for many reasons, but definitely there are 

savings on resources and energy.”

Pizzas have to be baked at higher temperatures 

than bread or pastry consuming more energy. “To 

achieve the desired results for the pizza oven, the 

ceiling was lowered, so the same amount of energy 

required to heat one of the other modules to 250°C 

can heat the pizza oven to 350°C,” says Nicolaï. “At 

year end, this can mean significant savings.” 

DETAILS THAT MAKE THE DIFFERENCE
Every effort has been made to make work easier and 

results consistent. The spiked black steel bottom in 

the pastry oven makes removing items with a peel 

easy and simple. This also promotes more even heat 

distribution for perfect results, whether for a tart, 

macaron, genoise or any type of biscuit. “To further 

guarantee even baking results, we've embedded the 

electrical resistances in a specially designed metal 

plate to provide even heat distribution and ensure 

homogeneous baking,” says Nicolaï.

   Every rounded corner of the interior of Rubis Neo 

has been studied to avoid capturing and retaining 

flour or other food products. It is so easy to clean, 

with a vacuum or a broom, hygiene is guaranteed. 

BRINGING CUSTOMERS THE VERY BEST
Pavailler is committed to offering what the customer 

wants at the price they are willing to pay. Once R&D 

and product managers define the new product, and 

the designers give it their special touch, the pre-

series is field-tested with customers who purchase 

the machines, rather than having them on loan or 

free of charge. This way they are more demanding 

and really test all aspects to the fullest, says Nicolaï. 

“Field testing is the most significant improvement 

we have made to our product development. For 

the pizza module, we had a French pizza champion 

come and bake for an entire week with the oven.” 

‘Le Lab’, Pavailler’s fully equipped showroom, has 

working models for customers to try their recipes 

and gain direct experience with products.   

PAVAILLER’S 
RUBIS NEO 
OVENS STACK UP
Pavailler has introduced a new line 

of electric modular deck ovens 

for bakery, fine pastry and pizza. 

Donna Brown learns more from 

Lucia Nicolaï of Pavailler

“Bread is 
a simple 
product: 

flour, water, 
salt, yeast or 
leaven. It's 
the know-
how that 

makes the 
difference”

T he Rubis Neo line of electric modular deck 

ovens combines flexibility and good looks 

with the famous Pavailler quality. “This new 

series is suited for hotels, cafés and bakeries. 

The new Rubis Neo line meets the latest trend in 

bakeries and pastry shops for reduced floor space 

but increased wow-factor,” says Lucia Nicolaï, 

marketing manager for Pavailler.

“In many new locations bakers and chefs are 

showing off their ovens and work spaces with open 

laboratories. They are also bringing ovens into the 

customer space, as the design focal point of the 

store. Through our market research, it became 

apparent that there was a need for an elegant, 

flexible, modular oven, capable of baking fine 

pastries, genoises, macarons, meringues, breads 

and pizzas, all with the same Pavailler quality our 

customers have come to expect,” says Nicolaï. 

RUBIS NEO GROWS WITH YOU
Pavailler quality is evident in every detail of the 

new ovens, from design to materials and from 

technical details to performance. Fine pastry, 

bakery and pizza modules can be added at will. The 

ovens are stackable from one to four modules, in 

any configuration, so that Rubis Neo grows with a 

customer over time, according to evolving needs.

Each oven, or group of ovens, can be mounted 

with an optional condenser or extractor hood. Fast 

removing steam gives a better finished product, 

especially for fine pastry. Condensing it instead 

of releasing it into the air improves comfort for 

personnel and increases the oven's lifetime - it does 

not rust because of the stainless steel material.

The steam generator included in each bakery deck 

can also be added to the fine pastry oven, either 

before or after purchase. “This means you are free 

to buy additional decks or steam generators as 

your business expands or changes. With our new 

MIX AND 
MATCH FOR 
THE PERFECT 
COMBINATION 
All models 

 Possible stacking of one to  
four levels

 An exclusive heat distributor on 
the roof and deck

 Double-glazed doors with 
heat-reflective coating

 Digital controls
 Standard manual steam vent

Pastry module
 Black spiked sheet deck for 

effective loading and unloading
 New steam generator as an 

optional add-on, before or after 
purchase

 Double-glazed doors insulated by 
a layer of air

Bakery
 13mm deck in high-density 

refractory material
 New steam generator fitted as 

standard
 Optional integrated lift and loader

Pizza
 14mm ultra-high temperature slab
 Double-glazed doors insulated by 

a layer of air

u t a g te pe atu e s ab
Double-glazed doors insulated by 

a layer of air
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